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Abstract

In the Khmer writing system, the Khmer script is the official letter of Cambodia, written from left to right without a space separator; it is complicated and requires more analysis studies. Without clear standard guidelines, a space separator in the Khmer language is used inconsistently and informally to separate words in sentences. Therefore, a segmented method should be discussed with the combination of the future Khmer natural language processing (NLP) to define the appropriate rule for Khmer sentences. The critical process in NLP with the capability of extensive data language analysis necessitates applying in this scenario. One of the essential components in Khmer language processing is how to split the word into a series of sentences and count the words used in the sentences. Currently, Microsoft Word cannot count Khmer words correctly. So, this study presents a systematic library to segment Khmer phrases using the bi-directional maximal matching (BiMM) method to address these problematic constraints. In the BiMM algorithm, the paper focuses on the Bi-directional implementation of forward maximal matching (FMM) and backward maximal matching (BMM) to improve word segmentation accuracy. A digital or prefix tree of data structure algorithm, also known as a trie, enhances the segmentation accuracy procedure by finding the children of each word parent node. The accuracy of BiMM is higher than using FMM or BMM independently; moreover, the proposed approach improves dictionary structures and reduces the number of errors. The result of this study can reduce the error by 8.57% compared to FMM and BFF algorithms with 94,807 Khmer words.
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1. Introduction

Khmer language is the official language for Cambodians (Khmer) to operate in terms of documentation, academic writing, and formal speaking. Khmer has been significantly affected by Sanskrit and Pali. In the writing system, the script is written from left to right. Each word within the same group of sentences mainly proceeds together without space between them. Usually, Spaces are vital utilized in the sentence to separate phrases, but they are not used to separate words in a phrase. The space separator in each sentence enables convenience and assistance for reading purposes [1]. The characters in the Cambodian script (called Khmer letter) formerly consisted of 35 consonants. However, only 33 consonants are used in the Cambodian writing system, which is arranged in five groups according to the position of the...
articulation. For each consonant, there is an inherent vowel:  álbum /əː/ or ô /ɔː/; equivalently, each consonant is said to belong to the two series, including a-series or o-series.

Furthermore, besides the letter, there are 14 independent vowels (or special characters) and 23 vowel forms in the official writing system [2]. Therefore, each Khmer word contains a complicated structure and a challenging digital writing format. With so many possible consonants, sub-consonants, and vowel combinations, the structural formulation of Khmer words necessitates an appropriate strategy to manage and organize Cambodian’s future system automation. Indeed, creating and combining the prepositions and conjunctions in multiple sentences might make it challenging to define appropriate characteristic lists for the smart system. In addition, the multi-placement of numbers and spaces within a punctuation mark creates a complicated format [3-5]. Without rules, spacing and numbering can be confusing. According to advanced academic studies and well-known researchers, natural language processing (NLP) can be used to solve human problems and current issues, especially when extracting complicated information from text and classifying deep issues [6]. Since there is an application called over-the-top (OTT) conducted by the applied NLP, including text analytical problems, language recognition, targeted advertising, question answering, etc. [7,8]. NLP is an effective functional operation for deploying word segmentation to many languages, including English, French, Chinese, Japanese, German, Russian, etc. [9-13]. However, the unsegmented words of the Khmer language are challenging and problematic for future NLP applications, including machine translation, speech recognition, information retrieval, or other application services [14-16]. Regarding these issues, this paper proposes a significant library to efficiently perform Khmer word segmentation to cope with these challenges and simplify further NLP system development in the Khmer language.

Word segmentation is one of the core components in NLP for partitioning each word into sentences or phrases. In this article, bi-directional maximal matching (BiMM) algorithm is a primary approach to resolve the existing difficulties in Khmer word segmentation. Furthermore, we use this algorithm to build an open library in sentences in a plain text format.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the complementary related works, including a summary of the Khmer language overview, word pronunciations, diacritical marks, special characters, and Khmer word segmentation. Then, a thorough approach to word segmentation based on the applied BiMM algorithm is presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, the conclusion and future work are given.

2. Related Work

2.1 Khmer Languages

Khmer script is the official letter for Cambodians to use daily, both for communication and academic purposes. To illustrate the detailed characters, Figs. 1–5 show the Khmer consonants and sub-consonants, numbers, independent vowels, dependent vowels, diacritical marks and special characters, respectively. Each letter consists of a particular function in a word structural formulation, which is highly complicated to apply segmentation.
2.2 Khmer Word Segmentation

Based on previous BiMM implementation for plain text and Microsoft Word documents, the scope of this algorithm has improved and deployed in various languages [16-18]. The BiMM algorithm with Khmer clusters for dictionary lookup is used to encounter adequate words in the defined containers. StringBuilder and string interning is used for reducing memory usage and accelerating string search queries in string pools [19]. Based on these techniques, the performance evaluation, conducted on 160,000 Khmer words in plain text documents, resulted in up to 2.58 seconds of searching queries and 98.13% accuracy metric [20]. Khmer word segmentation used conditional random fields and achieved an average F1-score of 0.99 and 0.92 on testing data and maximal matching based on achieving an average
F1-score, respectively [21]. Khmer spelling checker is an approach based on an n-gram hidden Markov model (HMM) and C4.5 algorithm to achieve an accuracy metric of 94% with word correction features [22]. The paper on Khmer word segmentation with maximum matching uses clustering to define a rule and match all the Khmer clusters. The lookup procedure checks all words from the corpus to perform the segmentation [23].

3. Bi-directional Maximal Matching for Word Segmentation

This part describes algorithm designs and flows processing for Khmer word segmentation in NLP. The sub-elements of the proposed BiMM approach consist of five primary phases, including maximal matching methods, Khmer clusters, digital tree or prefix tree, word corpus, and algorithm flows.

The maximal matching algorithm is an optimal strategy for precisely segmenting Khmer words. Forward maximal matching (FMM) and backward maximal matching (BMM) are enablers for the proposed BiMM approach. With sole FMM or BMM, the word segmentation errors are feasibly higher than in other conditions. In addition, the proposed approach selects an optimal matching method in a suitable condition with sufficient comparison and recommendation methods by minimizing the error possibilities. FMM and BMM execute opposite directions to formulate every word counting possibility. The proposed approach targets a better precision than traditional positive and reverses maximal matching algorithms. The processing flow of BiMM for Khmer word segmentation in a sentence is illustrated in Fig. 6.

FMM algorithm works with the corpus lists and identically operates based on dictionary algorithms.

Fig. 6. Processing flow of BiMM for Khmer word segmentation in a sentence.

This approach priorities the corpus list with maximal letter counts in a forward matching direction. If a word is found, FMM algorithm makes a boundary at the end of the word with maximal letter counts, then the algorithm continues to search for the next word with same processing flows. BMM algorithm generates word boundaries by backward comparison between FMM, BMM, and BiMM are shown in Fig.
7. BiMM algorithm combined FMM with BMM to determine the optimal word segmentation in different conditions. In addition, BiMM shares the similarity with both FMM and BMM, which executes with both direction in parallel manner. As shown in Fig. 7, the differentiation between BMM, FMM, and BiMM presents the error possibilities of each method following by different conditional sentences. Procedure steps define the thorough processes of BiMM as loading words from the corpus list to store in the hash table, generating Khmer clusters of inputted unsegmented text, and looping through the Khmer clusters list (Fig. 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward Maximal Matching (FMM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>អ អ (Incorrect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក + ខ + រ + ល + ប + អ + ដ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backward Maximal Matching (BMM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក + ខ + រ + ល + ប + អ + ដ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក + ខ + រ + ល + ប + អ + ដ (Incorrect)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi-directional Maximal Matching(BiMM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>អ + ក + ខ + រ + ល + ប + អ + ដ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7. Comparison between FMM, BMM, and BiMM.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Number of clusters</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>អ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[អ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>េ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[េ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>េ េ េ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[េ] + [េ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ស ស ស</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>[ស] + [ស] + [ស]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8. Khmer clusters.**

A digital tree or prefix tree is also known as a trie, a search tree as strings. A trie can be used to find children’s nodes of the parents’ nodes in the dictionary, comparable to matching algorithms. We use trie to search words as the string to accelerate rapid searching queries on a binary tree. The process of trie data in Khmer word segmentation from binary data finds the root node for a word from one node to another. The example words are provided as follows, including "អប្រឈឺ," "អែក," and "ទេព្រែន" (Fig. 9).
The processed for writing Khmer script in Khmer Unicode spelling order are presented as follows:
- ស + ក + គ + ូ = អកគូ (Female teacher)
- ន + រ = នរ (Angkor)
- ភ + ស + ខ + រ = ភសខរ (Khmer language)

An illustrate detail on the word "អកគូ" follow on Khmer dictionary spelling rule; the procedures are defined as follows:
- Consonant ឈ/â /
- ឈ (char\u17d2) to convert a consonant to a sub-consonant
- So, the consonant ប/ô/ become the sub-consonant ឈ(ឈ + ប = ឈ)/jerng នô /
- Spelled with consonant រ/ô /
- Spelled with consonant គ/ô /
- ឈ (char\u17d2) to convert a consonant to a sub-consonant
- So, the consonant រ/ô/ become the sub-consonant ឈ(ឈ + រ = ឈ)/jerng រô /
- The final vowel ូ/ou/ is muted.

Fig. 9. Trie data searching structure from word corpus.

Since Khmer word segmentation is proposed, word corpus is a significant feature for word segmentation from sentence to word as a container. The word corpus that is used in this library contains four primary principles as follows:
- All words in the corpus are not duplicated.
- Order alphabets do not require all words in the corpus.
- From one word to another are separated by a newline ("\n").
- All words and numbers are separated by tab ("\t").

Word corpus plays an essential role in Khmer word segmentation, with totals of 94,806 gathered from websites, news, and academic documents. Pseudocode algorithms for non-Khmer-word detection, inclu-
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for non-Khmer-word detection (numbers and English)

Require: input sentence \( i \), OpenLibrary package

Ensure: non-Khmer word detection on \( i \)

1: define number \((i)\) do
2: check characters in \"0123456789០១២៣៤៥៦៧៨៩\"
3: define parseNumber \((index)\) do
4: declare result lists
5: while (index < length of text) do
6: if number\((i)\) is true do
7: append the result with text\[index]\n8: else
9: return result
10: end if
11: end while
12: define english \((i)\) do
13: check characters Both uppercase and lowercase of English a-z and A-Z
14: define parseEnglish \((index)\) do
15: declare result lists
16: while (index < length of text) do
17: if english \((i)\) is true do
18: append the result with text\[index]\n19: else
20: return result
21: end if
22: end while
23: end procedure

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode procedure of Khmer word segmentation, which includes two main functions: trie and check words. The trie function determines the process of word-level detection, whether the input text, denoted as \( i \), is the child of a prefix, suffix, or ordinary word combination. Word and found word containers are declared to store the segmented words if it is found in the corpus. While the index is smaller than the length of \( i \), the child container obtains the input text values of that particular sequential index. The child values are appended to the word container correspondingly. However, if the word is found within the predefined prefix package, denoted as prefix-list, the model will append that particular word to the foundWord container. And, if the word is an ordinary Khmer word, the model will return that particular word directly. Otherwise, the model returns the existing foundWord container. The next index will proceed accordingly after the abovementioned condition is completed.
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for segmenting Khmer word

1: define trie \((i, index)\) do
2: declare container word and foundWord
3: while \((index < \text{length of } i)\) do
4: \(child = \text{inputText}[index]\)
5: append child to word container
6: if the word is found in prefixList do
7: append a word to foundWord container
8: else if the word is a regular word do
9: return word
10: else
11: return foundWord container
12: end if
13: \(index += 1\)
14: end while
15: end Trie procedure
16: define checkWords do
17: declare temp container
18: while \((startIndex < \text{length of } i)\) do
19: \(child = i[\text{startIndex}]\)
20: declare word container
21: if the split word isNumber do
22: word=parseNumber(startIndex) encode to 'utf-8'
23: else if the split word isEnglish do
24: word=parseEnglish(startIndex) encode to 'utf-8'
25: else
26: word=parseTrie (startIndex)
27: end if
28: count the word length and store in length list
29: if length=0 do
30: append child to temp container
31: startIndex += 1
32: if ‘startIndex >= length of i’ or ‘length of temp>0’ do
33: append the temp to the result container
34: re-declare empty temp
35: end if
36: end if
37: decode the word to ‘utf-8’ and append to result
38: startIndex+=length
39: end while
40: return ‘segmented words from result’ and ‘length of result words’
41: end checkWords procedure
CheckWords function determines the attainable compound words of the user input text by firstly declaring the temporary segmented words container, denoted as a temp. While the starting index, denoted as startIndex, is smaller than the length of \( i \), the system appends the input text of a particular initialled startIndex towards the child container. If the split words are numerical values or English characters identified in algorithm 1, the model will gather parseNumber or parse English of startIndex to word container, respectively. Otherwise, the split words will process by parseTrie function. To fully support the Khmer word characters, UTF-8 encoding is used. Every word length is counted and stored in a length list. If the length is empty, the model will append the overall child to the temp container, and the startIndex will be increased by 1. If the startIndex is greater than/equal to the length of \( i \) or the length of temp is greater than 0, the existing temp will be appended to the defined final result container. After appending, a new empty temp is re-defined. The utf-8 decoding procedure is configured to support the Khmer word characters, which are later appended to the result container. The startIndex is correspondingly increased by the length values.

4. Results and Discussion

In the simulated model, Python programming is mainly conducted to develop the system. The experimental data are gathered from Khmer documentation. Nineteen sentences were used to input in the algorithm. Each sentence contains the containers for result, error, count word, and startIndex. The proposed system will check both BMM and FMM. Within BMM procedures, the input sentence is reversed backwards; otherwise, the input text processes forward direction. While the startIndex is between the length of input text, each word is partitioned as \( ch \). By using the three functions, including parseNumber, parseEnglish, and parseTrie, the checking procedures of \( ch \) are precise. The error words are captured and appended to the final outputs. Fig. 10 presents the flowchart of the experimental environment within the proposed scheme. \( len \) is denoted as the length of the variable in this scheme. The final output optimized the maximal matching procedures and reduced a significant amount of error word segmentation. Following the proposed approach procedures, the system is finalized with notable outperformance compared to FMM and BMM. The final outputs display the user original \( i \), segmented words separation from the result container, and the total length of words, which is illustrated in Fig. 11.

The processes of implementation of BiMM of Khmer word segmentation in the sentence are described as follows. Firstly, the procedure is to input the sentences in the list and load the open library package, then load the corpus list are made to generate words from the corpus into the Hash table. Khmer clusters from the inputted unsegmented text are generated and looped through the list. Secondly, before processing word segmentation, we need to clean up all word that has space ("\u200B") between each word in the sentence and set a limitation from the starting sentence until the ending. Thirdly, based on the Khmer cluster and Khmer Unicode spelling, words are segmented into Khmer clusters and find the correct word one by one from the corpus list match with the document.

Furthermore, the segmentation process is based on BiMM with the dictionary lookup using the Hash table. Then, the unknown word and error word detection is processing and executed to store word in a list. In the final step, after acquiring the result from the previous steps, a defined word from dictionary lookup starts to segment words in the sentence and count the total words that follow the defined rules. Fig. 12 presents the result comparison between FMM, BMM, and BiMM. Within 19 input sentences, the
error reduction achieved an 8.57% improvement over FMM and BMM algorithms. The total error counts between FMM, BMM, and BiMM are 70, 70, and 64, respectively.

Fig. 10. Flowchart of experimental environment implementation.

| Original Text | ឡើងភ្លាមស្រប និងប្រឈមភាពស្របដៃស្រប និងប្រឈមភាពដ៏ស្រប | គេឃើញថាដែលហេតុឈ្មោះ ដែលមានជម្រើសនិងជម្រើសរបស់អ្នក ត្រូវបានគេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា និងត្រូវបានគេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ប្រឈមភាពដ៏ស្រប | គេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា | គេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប |
|----------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Segment | នៃក្តីក្តី, នីមួយ, ដែលអស់, ដែល, ខ្លួន, ខ្លួន, ទេ, 'ធ្វើ', 'សិល', 'សិល', 'និមិត្ត', 'ប្រឈម', 'ដំណើរ', 'ដំណើរ', 'ជីenticate' | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា និងត្រូវបានគេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា និងត្រូវបានគេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ប្រឈមភាពដ៏ស្រប | គេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា | គេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប | ទទួលបាន 11 ស្ថាបនា | គេឃើញថាមានហេតុឈ្មោះដ៏ស្រប |

Fig. 11. The final outputs of BiMM Khmer word segmentation results.
5. Conclusion

This research aims to improve Khmer word segmentation based on the BiMM algorithm. The paper tackles challenging problems in Khmer sentence construction by using the proposed BiMM algorithm. Splitting Khmer words, counting the segmented words, and multi-direction detection were presented. Digital or prefix tree optimally discovering the child nodes from the word lookup were deployed to enhance the model performance. Khmer clusters were used to generate Khmer characters to reach an acceptable accuracy from multiple Khmer writing possibilities. Corpus words were created to improve word segmentation accuracy. In future studies, Khmer words extension in corpus lists, misspelling words, unknown words, and phrases in sentences will be considered for system enhancement.
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